
 
 

 
 

KFC shuts more stores due to chicken shortage 

Reality TV star Kylie Jenner wiped $1∙3bn  
off Snap's stock market  
value after tweeting that  
she no longer used its  
Snapchat messaging app. 

Mark Hamill to receive star 
on Hollywood walk of fame 

Kylie Jenner 'sooo over‘ 
Snapchat and shares tumble 

Everyone who's been keeping track of the KFC situation will  
know that the fast food chain has been in a spot of bother  
with its chicken supply lately. The sudden chicken shortage  
is due to issues with KFC's couriers DHL, to whom they  
switched their chicken delivery contract last week. 
 

 
 

The Winter Olympics – the medals board so far 
Here is part of the current medals table  
from the 24th Winter Olympic Games. 
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Mark Hamill, who rose to fame as Luke  
Skywalker will receive a star on the  
Hollywood Walk of Fame on the 8th of March. 

It now looks like the problem is getting worse as 575 out of  
KFC's 900 outlets in the UK and the Republic of Ireland are  
now closed to a lack of chicken,  
according to KFC's official website. 

What percentage of KFC restaurants in the UK and Ireland  
are currently closed? Give your answer to 1 decimal place. 

Hamill will receive the 2630th star with the  
ceremony taking place at 11:30 a.m. “Star  
Wars” creator George Lucas and co-star  
Harrison Ford will assist  with the ceremony. 

47% of the stars  
represent people  
in the film industry,  
24% television,  
17% audio  
recording, 2%  
Live Performance  
and the rest are  
for people in  
radio. How many  
stars are for  
people in radio? by Cdmasterworks Ltd 
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Before Kylie’s tweet, Snapchat was valued  
at $20∙4bn. What is Snapchat’s current  
market value? Give your answer  
in billions  
of pounds! 

 
 

Exchange Rate:- £1 = $1∙40 

(a)   How many medals have  
              Norway won so far? 

(b)   How many  
       gold medals have 
       Germany won so far? 

(c)  The United States have   
       won more gold than any other  
       medal. They have won one  
       less silver medal than gold  
       and one less bronze medal  
       than silver. How many gold,  
       silver and bronze medals  
       have the United States won? 
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